lighting

muller
van severen /
maarten
de ceulaer

valerie_objects is an Antwerp-based
design label initiated by Axel Van Den Bossche
and art director Veerle Wenes, combining their
professional and personal taste for all things
good and beautiful.
By allowing designers, architects and artists
to translate their signature style into tangible
objects, valerie_objects has become a unique
collection of everyday items with out-of-the-box
aesthetics. These are objects people truly get
entangled with.

authentic
thinking
and creative
minds
are at the heart
of the label
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muller
van severen
Like all Muller Van
Severen’s furniture, the
lamps add a sober but
colorful line to the interior.
On one hand the sober
design doesn’t draw too
much attention, on the other
hand its playful character
does tingle the eye. The
lamps create space rather
than filling it up.

valerie_objects_muller van severen

valerie_objects_muller van severen

Although most design
lovers know of Muller Van
Severen for their furniture,
the design couple’s story
actually kicked off with the
conception of these hanging
lamps. “It all started out of
necessity”, Hannes explains.
“We were working in our new
home which is an old house.
Above the table there wasn’t
a socket in the ceiling to stick
a lightbulb in, so we designed
a lamp that could hang from
the wall”.

Since 2011, Muller Van
Severen, the design practice
of Fien Muller and Hannes
Van Severen, has been on an
inspired quest for sculpturally
interesting furniture objects
– items that are spontaneous
and produced with apparent
effortlessness. The universe
they create together dovetails
quite naturally with their work
as separate artists. Muller Van
Severen is the first artist duo
signed with valerie_objects.

—
photo by Mirjam De vriendt
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valerie_objects_hanging lamps

valerie_objects_hanging lamps

hanging lamps
nr 1 /2 /3 /4 /5
different colours
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hanging lamps n° 1/2/3/4 by
muller van severen

hanging lamps n° 1/2/3/4 by
muller van severen

valerie_objects_hanging lamps

valerie_objects_hanging lamps

hanging
lamp
n°1/2/
3/4/5

hanging lamp
n°3 black
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hanging lamps n° 1/2/3/4 by
muller van severen

hanging lamp
n°1
unlacquered
1

hanging lamp
n°2
green

4

hanging lamp
n°4
blue

valerie_objects_hanging lamps n° 1/2/3/4

valerie_objects_hanging lamps n° 1/2/3/4

5

2

hanging lamp
n°5
white

3

1

hanging lamp
n°1
brass
(different size)

hanging lamp
n°3
menie red
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valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3
2

1

3

ceiling lamp
n°1/2/3
brass

_13
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ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3 by
muller van severen

ceiling
lamp n°
1/2/3

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3

1

_we make sure
our designs
remain objects
and don’t become
‘products’._

ceiling lamp
n°1
black
n°2
brass

muller

van severen
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3

ceiling lamp
n°1/2/3
black

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3

2

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

ceiling lamp
n° 4/5
red/brass/
black/green
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ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

ceiling
lamp
n°4/5

5

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

4

ceiling lamp
n°5 brass

ceiling lamp
n°5 and n°4
brass

_in essence it
is about creating an
object with a certain
atmosphere simply
by applying a minimal
intervention: the bending
of a straight line._
muller

van severen
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ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

ceiling lamp

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

n°5 green

ceiling lamp
n°5 red / black
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valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5
valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

ceiling lamp
n° 4/5 black

_023
022_

ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

ceiling lamp
n°5 red / black

ceiling lamp
n°4/5 ivory / black
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valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3/4/5

ceiling lamp
n°4/5 ivory /
black / brass
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ceiling lamps n° 4/5 by
muller van severen

ceiling lamp by
muller van severen

valerie_objects_ceiling lamps n° 4/5

ceiling lamp
n°4/5 ivory /
black

28_

_029

standing lamp n°1 by
muller van severen

standing lamp n°1 by
muller van severen

standing lamp
n°1
light grey

valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

standing
lamp

standing lamp
n°1
lacquered steel
black / green
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valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

standing lamp n°1 by
muller van severen

standing lamp
n°1
brass

032_

_033

standing lamp n°1 by
muller van severen

valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

valerie_objects_standing lamp n°1

standing lamp n°1 by
muller van severen

standing lamp
n°1 black
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maarten
de ceulaer

Internationally acclaimed Brusselsbased designer Maarten De Ceulaer
created HALO, a lighting collection
that is both functional and highly poetic.
The entire collection is based on a half
circular rounded element of glass, and
a rounded metal base. Light travels
through the glass invisibly and only
illuminates the sandblasted rounded
edge, creating a beautiful glowing
halo that seems to float in space.

— maarten de ceulaer

valerie_objects_maarten de ceulaer

Maarten De Ceulaer (1983)
is a Brussels-based designer. After
graduating at the prestigious Design
Academy Eindhoven he gained immediate
international attention with his iconic
graduation project ‘Pile Of Suitcases’,
which evolved into an extensive collection
of high-end leather-covered furniture pieces
for the renowned Milanese gallery Nilufar,
using the archetype of a suitcase as a
building block. This remained De Ceulaer’s
leitmotiv: instead of designing single items,
he often prefers to unfold an entire design
collection by elaborating on one concept or
material. Every collection encompasses a
poetic universe where the mind can wander.
He has previously worked with renowned
international galleries and brands such as
Nilufar (Milan), Victor Hunt (Brussels), CC
Tapis (IT), Vibia (IT), Fendi (IT), Casamania
(IT) and others.

The name HALO refers to the light
effect that appears when the sun
or moon shines through a mist of ice
crystals, and is also used to describe
the ring of light around a holy figure.
De Ceulaer’s HALO lights aim to
create an equally profound experience
of light. The collection comprises a
wide range of typologies, including
a table-, wall- and floor light, and
a pendant light.

—
photo by Teri Romkey
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halo by
maarten de ceulaer

valerie_objects_halo lamp

halo
pendant
lamp

halo pendant lamp
black

halo
pendant lamp
black / brass
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halo by
maarten de ceulaer

halo by
maarten de ceulaer

valerie_objects_halo lamp

_the name
HALO refers
to the light
effect that
appears when
the sun or moon
shines through
a mist of ice
crystals, and
is also used
to describe
the ring of
light around a
holy figure. _
maarten

de ceulaer
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valerie_objects_halo lamp

halo
table
lamp

valerie_objects_halo lamp

halo by
maarten de ceulaer

halo floor lamp
black / brass

halo
floor
lamp

halo floor lamp
brass / black
(halo table
lamp brass)
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halo by
maarten de ceulaer

valerie_objects_halo lamp

_light travels
through the glass
invisibly and only
illuminates the
sandblasted
rounded edge,
creating a beautiful
glowing halo
that seems
to float in space._

maarten

de ceulaer
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valerie_objects_halo lamp

halo by
maarten de ceulaer

halo by
maarten de ceulaer

halo
wall
lamp

valerie_objects_halo lamp

halo wall lamp
brass / black
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hanging lamps n°1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

hanging lamps n°1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

hanging
lamp n°1

140 cm 55,1 inch

Ø1,8 cm
0,70 inch

colours — hanging lamp n°1

1

2

5

4

unlacquered

green

blue

black

curry

V9015014U

V9015014G

V9015014B

V9015014Z

V9015014C

4
50 cm
19,7 inch

2

3

Ø25 cm
9,8 inch

70 cm 27,5 inch

hanging
lamps

31 cm
12,2 inch

183 cm – 72 inch

5

hanging
lamp n°1/brass

31 cm
12,2 inch

163 cm – 64,2 inch

cm
0,7 inch

— colours

50 cm
19,7 inch

brass

25 cm
9,8 inch
70 cm – 27,5 inch

140 cm – 55,1 inch

Ø1,8

V9015014M

hanging lamps

CE - certified

cm
0,7 inch

hanging
lamp n°2
colours — hanging lamp n°2

48_

unlacquered

green

blue

black

brass

curry

V9015015U

V9015015G

V9015015B

V9015015Z

V9015015M

V9015015C
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142,5 cm – 56,1 inch

Ø1,8

50 cm
19,7 inch

mounting instructions:
product sheets available
on the website.

180 cm – 70,9 inch

material:
— lamp frame in steel
tube 18mm or brass
tube 18mm.
— powder coated finish.
— wall brackets and
lamp socket have a
brass colour.
— lamp shade in white
glass.
— LED light bulb /
half mirror.

48 cm
18,9 inch

88 cm – 34,6 inch

25 cm
9,8 inch

hanging lamps n°1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

standing lamp n°1
by muller van severen

standing
lamp n°1

148 cm – 58,3 inch

hanging
lamp n°3

black

V9015030I

V9015030R

V9015030Z

67,5 cm
26,6 inch

83,6 cm – 33 inch

180 cm – 70,9 inch

hanging
lamp n°4

blue

black

brass

V9015031B

V9015031Z

V9015031M

25 cm
9,8 inch

Ø1,6

cm
0,6 inch

cm
2,5 ch
10 0 in
4
109,1 cm – 43 inch

200 cm – 78,8 inch
50 cm
19,7 inch

50 cm
19,7 inch

colours — hanging lamp n°4

material:
— lamp frame in steel
tube 16mm or brass
tube 16mm.
— powder coated finish.
— lamp socket has a
brass colour.
— lamp shade in white
glass.
— LED light bulb /
half mirror.

95 cm – 37,4 inch

cm
0,7 inch

170 cm – 66,9 inch

Ø1,8

25 cm
9,8 inch

63 cm – 25 inch

103 cm – 40,6 inch

190 cm – 74,8 inch

standing lamp n°1

46 cm – 18 inch

menie red

94 cm – 37 inch

ivory

25 cm
9,8 inch

50 cm
19,7 inch

colours — hanging lamp n°3

78 cm – 30,7 inch

cm
0,7 inch

135 cm – 53,1 inch

Ø1,8

hanging
lamp n°5

103 cm – 40,6 inch

black

blue

green

brass

ivory

V9015032Z

V9015032B

V9015032G

V9015032M

V9015032I

36 cm
14,2 inch

90 cm – 35,4 inch

colours — hanging lamp n°5

cm
0,7 inch

colours — standing lamp

25 cm
9,8 inch

50 cm
19,7 inch

100 cm – 39,4 inch

Ø1,8
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blue

green

brass

curry

light grey

black

V9015013B

V9015013G

V9015013M

V9015013C

V9015013LG

V9015013Z

ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3
by muller van severen

ceiling lamps n° 1/2/3
by muller van severen

ceiling
lamps

ceiling
lamp n°1
colours — ceiling lamp n°1

2

1

black

V9018001M

V9018001Z

3
Ø1,8

cm
0,7 inch

ceiling
lamp n°2

25 cm
9,8 inch

colours — ceiling lamp n°2

black

V9018002M

V9018002Z

117,5 cm 46,3 inch

66,5 cm 26,2 inch
brass

Ø1,8

cm
0,7 inch

ceiling lamps

mounting instructions:
— the length of the wire
has to be cut to the
desired length. Each
ceiling lamp will be
delivered with a white
ceiling cap. Always use
the help of a skilled
electrician to install all
ceiling lamps.
— product sheets
available on the website.

CE - certified

ceiling
lamp n°3

25 cm
9,8 inch

colours — ceiling lamp n°3

brass

black

V9018003M

V9018003Z

51,5 cm
20,3 inch

Ø1,8

cm
0,7 inch

25 cm
9,8 inch
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72,5 cm 28.5 inch

material:
— lamp frame in steel
tube 18mm with black
powder coated finish or
brass tube 18 mm.
— ceiling brackets and
lamp socket have a
brass colour.
— lamp shade in white
glass.
— LED light bulb / half
mirror
— ceiling cap in
white lacquered metal
included within
packaging: diameter
100mm / height 25mm

93 cm 36,6 inch

91,5 cm 36 inch
brass

ceiling lamps n° 4/5
by muller van severen

ceiling lamps n° 4/5
by muller van severen

ceiling
lamps

ceiling
lamp n°4
colours — ceiling lamp n°4

ivory

brass

red

black

V9020600G

V9020600I

V9020600M

V9020600R

V9018000Z

149,5 cm 58 7/8 inch

104,5 cm 41 1/8 inch

green

25 cm
9 7/8 inch
161 cm 63 3/8 inch

ceiling
lamp n°5
colours — ceiling lamp n°5
ceiling lamps

mounting instructions:
—height-adjustable
2-point suspension / 3
metres of cable supplied
at both ends - to be
mounted according to
the mounting instructions
provided.Always use
the help of a skilled
electrician to install
all ceiling lamps.
— product sheets
available on the website.

CE - certified

green

ivory

brass

red

black

V9020601G

V9020601I

V9020601M

V9020601R

V9018002Z
100,3 cm 39 1/2 inch

65 cm 25 1/2 inch

material:
— lamp frame in steel
tube 18mm with powder
coated finish or brass
tube 18 mm.
— lamp shade
in white glass.
— LED light bulb /
half mirror
— ceiling cap in
white lacquered
metalincluded within
packaging: diameter
100mm / height 25mm

25 cm
9 7/8 inch
112 cm 44 inch
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halo lamp
by maarten de ceulaer

halo lamp
by maarten de ceulaer

halo
lamp

halo
pendant
lamp

halo
floor
lamp
33 cm 13 inch

colours — pendant lamp

black

brass

black

V9020502M

V9020502Z

V9020500M

V9020500Z

149,5 cm 58 7/8 inch

brass

87 cm 34 1/4 inch

colours — floor lamp

33 cm 13 inch

30,6 cm
12 inch

mounting instructions:
— delivered in 2 parts:
the fixture and the
glass separately It is
recommended to have
the glass disc mounted
by a professional
installer. Always use
the help of a skilled
electrician to install all
ceiling lamps.
— product sheets
available on the website.

33 cm 13 inch

colours — table lamp

brass

black

V9020501M

V9020501Z

colours — wall lamp

brass

black

V9020503M

V9020503Z

33 cm 13 inch

4 different types:
— halo single pendant
lamp (extensions for
different ceiling heights
included: different
lengths 2 x 50 cm / 1x
30 cm / 1x 20 cm / 1x
10 cm))
— halo wall lamp
— halo table lamp
— halo floor lamp

40 cm 15 3/4 inch

material:
2 options
— lamp fixture in
anodised black
aluminium
— lamp fixture in brass
glass
the glass halo disc is
made of K5 - glass
(similar properties to
crystal glass) This glass
is extremely clear and
has very good light
conductivity. The top
edge of the halo is
sandblasted to reflect
light.

halo
wall
lamp

halo
table
lamp

halo lamp

20,5 cm 8 1/8 inch
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contact

more collections

Veldkant 21
2550 Kontich — Belgium

_accessories

T +32 3 458 05 82
F +32 3 458 05 84
info@valerie-objects.com
_general manager
Stephanie Rosseel
stephanie@valerie-objects.com
+32 499.40.18.74
—
press@valerie-objects.com
—
_art direction
Veerle Wenes
_product development
Jan Aerts
—
product sheets available
media.valerie-objects.com

muller van severen / chris kabel /
D.D. Trans / studio wieki somers /
destroyers builders

_cutlery
maarten baas / koichi futatsumata
/ muller van severen / nendo

_furniture
muller van severen /
destroyers builders /
robbrecht en daem

_handwoven carpets
ivy / fran / lucy / frenzy / billie
TheAlfredCollection

_pepper & salt
nendo / muller van severen /
maarten baas / studio wieki
somers / knutson & ballouhey

_tableware
maarten baas / glenn sestig

_photography
Siska Vandecasteele
_graphic identity
maff.be

All rights are reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any
means, without the prior written
consent of the publisher. An
exeption is made for short excerpts
which may be cited for the sole
purpose of reviews.
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www.valerie-objects.com

